Minutes OMC, 05-23-2016

Present: Charles Ashback, Anna Innes and Anabella Brostella

We reunite to get back to the work we plan to do at this moment at the committee. Anna will talk to Janine at their weekly meeting to ask for the actual needs of IPI regarding us, including the website, video and marketing plan for the weekends.

Charles suggested to continue to generate short videos, vignettes or pictures that can be used for the website. We could send them to the Westminster Team.

These videos could be part of a section of the website called “Clinical Corner” and work themes like: Transference, Countertransference and Interpretation form the beginning clinician to the experienced one.

We need to recruit a new member, Charles will contact people he is working with to see if there is someone interested

Anabella thanked Charles for representing the OM Committee at the Steering Committee meetings

Next meeting: Monday 20th, 10:00 am
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